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How OLLU got its name
A walk down memory lane
by Paris Quintanilla
SAN ANTONIO -- In hopes of
establishing a prominent Catholic
institution in the San Antonio area, the
Congregation of the Sisters of Divine
Providence (CDP) first founded Our Lady
of the Lake Academy in 1895. In 1866,
the CDP traveled from France to Texas
to establish Catholic schools for young
women. Once they arrived in Texas, they
acquired land at the west end of San
Antonio adjacent to Lake Elmendorf.
Once laying eyes on the property, Mother
Florence decided to create an all-girl high
school so that young women could receive
an education while learning about Catholic
values.
“I think what makes the name Our Lady
of the Lake unique is that it pays homage to

the all-girls high school that the university
originally used to be in the 1890s,” said
Gabriel Cook, a third-year student at
Our Lady of the Lake University (OLLU).
“The fact that the name stands to this day
gives the university a more nostalgic feel
compared to other schools.”
The CDPs initiated the construction
process for the main building on Aug.
14, 1895. Among the many duties and
challenges that came with establishing
a brand-new school, one notable was
deciding on a name for the institution.
According to Professor of History Sister
Margit Nagy PhD, several suggestions were
made throughout the process.
“The Superior General of the CDP,
Mother Mary Florence Walter, told John

Anthony Forest, the then Bishop of San
Antonio, that the Sisters wanted to name
their Academy, St. Mary’s of the Lake.”
OLLU’s current Cataloging and Special
Collections Librarian, Dr. Jason Bourgeois,
said that Bishop Forest recommended that
it be called the Academy of Our Lady of the
Lake so that it would not be confused with
other local schools called St. Mary’s. The
Sisters agreed.
In the following years, the institution
went through additional name changes.
The names included Our Lady of the Lake
College in 1911 and Providence University
of San Antonio in 1975. After going through
several variations of the name, the name
was officially set to the current name of Our
Lady of the Lake University of San Antonio.

Mask Mandate at OLLU
OLLU upholds mask mandate on campus
by Paris Quintanilla
SAN ANTONIO - Texas Governor Greg
Abbott issued an executive order banning
local governments from requiring people
to wear masks.
Despite the regulation, Our Lady of the
Lake University (OLLU) has elected to
continue having a mask mandate for all
individuals on campus. Since May 21, local
governments and officials can no longer
impose a mask mandate in most public
places. This includes, but is not limited to,
public schools, universities and businesses.
Because OLLU is a private education
institution, they have elected to continue to
mandate masks on campus.
“OLLU is a private university, so that

allows us to set rules that are appropriate
for our community,” Health Education
Resource Officer Julie Knaupper said.
“Throughout the pandemic, the university
has relied on guidance from federal and
local health authorities to make decisions
for our community.”
The Texas Department of State Health
Services (DSHS) continues to work closely
with the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) to issue guidelines corresponding to
the current Executive Order set in place.
The guidelines encourage others to get
vaccinated, wear a mask and stay six feet
apart from others. The OLLU community
has been diligent in upholding these
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regulations, and the outcome has advanced
the goal of keeping the virus away.
“Our own experience on campus has
shown us that wearing masks helps to
prevent the spread of the virus,” Knaupper
said. “While we have had individual cases
on campus this semester, we have seen
no spread of the virus in our classrooms,
residence halls or offices.”
While there are legal challenges in Texas
courts regarding mask mandates, OLLU
will continue to request the protection of
all students, staff, faculty and surrounding
communities.
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OLLU communication
department host’s an
evening with
Hollywood actor
Jesse Borrego speaks to the Salazar-Escobedo School of
Mass Communication
by Gabriel Cook
SAN ANTONIO- The Our Lady of the
Lake University (OLLU) Salazar-Escobedo
School of Mass Communication hosted
an evening with Hollywood actor Jesse
Borrego on Thursday, Oct. 28, from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Thiry Auditorium.
Borrego called his public lecture and
promotion of the Salazar-Escobedo School
“Bridging the Cultural Uncanny Valley:
Image and Story in the 21st Century.”
Borrego shared his perspective on cultural
identity and image, and after speaking,
he provided intimate conversations to
encourage and motivate OLLU students
navigating through the media industry.
Recently, Borrego was invited to join
the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and
Sciences and is one out of four Latinos to
hold this honor.
He is a San Antonio native with an
impressive history in film, television and
stage production. Borrego is best known
for his roles as Cruz Candelaria in Blood In
Blood Out, Jesse V. Velasquez in Fame, Gael
Ortega in 24, and George King in Dexter.
“Jesse has over 40 years of professional
experience in the entertainment industry
and is committed to diversifying the arts
nationwide,” said Dr. Candace Zepeda,
host of the event and undergraduate and
graduate English school director at OLLU.
Dr. Zepeda said that it is an occasion
that students can learn from someone
in the industry. She noted that Borrego
wants to help students find their voice and
path in this world. Recently, Borrego has
shifted the gears in his career, focusing
more of his time on helping students of
color and disenfranchised communities
find a pathway to the world of media

entertainment. Before the public lecture,
there were activities, including Borrego
meeting with students, OLLU leadership,
and the Mass Communication Program
funders, Veronica and Ruben Escobedo.
The Salazar-Escobedo School of Mass
Communication invited current scholars
of the program to participate by being
student ambassadors of the event. Student
ambassadors took on the responsibility
of leading the event in the planning and
coordinating.
“By launching the Escobedo school
ambassador program, students will be able
to participate in practicing what they have
learned in their classes at hosted events,”
Zepeda said.
“My goal was to provide an actual realworld experience and have students
represent their school to their OLLU and
San Antonio community. The ambassadors
are the face of the Escobedo School and
represent their programs.”
For most of the student ambassadors, this
was their first time officially planning an
event.
“It started as planning the event to now
being the host of this event!” said Teresa
King, social media manager and English
work-study at OLLU. “Not only is this
breaking me out of my comfort zone, but
it was an excellent opportunity to network
myself as a social media manager and event
coordinator.”
The event was streamed and followed by a
meet and greet and autograph session with
Borrego. The OLLU mass communication
program hopes to host events like this once
again next year.
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Join the
Finance & Accounting Club
Are you looking to build a network,
discover job opportunities and attend
special events? Then we believe that the
Finance & Accounting club is a great
way to achieve these goals. As a new club
at OLLU, we’re looking for passionate
and forward-thinking members to join
our collaborative group. For the 20212022 academic year, we will be having
on-campus events such as industry
expert speakers, members meetings
and fundraising events. For additional
information and to join the Finance &
Accounting club, please contact the club
presidents:
Sergio Gonzalez - Accounting President
stgonzalez19sp@ollusa.edu
Joshua Sturt - Finance President
jsturt18fl@ollusa.edu
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Studying
Abroad
OLLU hosts international
students
by Sophia Mora
SAN ANTONIO- Our Lady of the Lake
University (OLLU) offers international
students the opportunity to pursue an
education in the United States. For several
decades OLLU has been certified by the
Student Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP)
to enroll F-1 nonimmigrant international
students.
Through this program, OLLU has
provided international students the ability
to experience a diverse campus, gain
intercultural skills, and expand worldviews
while receiving an education in the United
States.
OLLU golf player Joshua Sturt, originally
from Portsmouth, England, began his
freshman year at OLLU in the fall of 2018.
“A lot of my friends from junior golf had
previously come to America and loved it,
so I always wanted to come,” Sturt said. “I
also wanted to leave home to gain some life
experience abroad, play competitively and
gain maturity.”
Liverpool University and Readings
University were among Sturt’s other
university options back in England. Sturt
said that the English university’s golf
system is more social than competitive,
so he chose to come to the United States
instead.

“If it wasn’t for athletics, I would never
have considered studying abroad,” Sturt
said. “I would have just taken my offers in
the UK. Now, after being here for three
years, I’ve gained much more than just
athletic experience by studying here.”
Another England native Jack Parker, a
kinesiology major, transferred to OLLU
in 2019 for his sophomore year of college.
Parker was born in Norwich, England, and
originally came to the United States in
2018 to study at Notre Dame College in
Cleveland, Ohio.
“OLLU stood out to me because of the
location,” Parker said. “The warm climate
and being situated close to downtown in a
big city helped draw me to OLLU as there
would be lots to explore.”
Parker said that OLLU has a great
community because it hosts many events
on campus bring students together, which
allows him to meet new people.
“Having international students as
members of our student body provides
cultural richness and a global perspective
that benefits the campus,” said Mary Scotka,
assistant vice president for administration
at OLLU. “International students studying
in the U.S. allow students to interact with
different cultures that they might have not
experienced otherwise.”
Scotka said that international students
often pursue degrees from U.S. institutions
because they open doors to abundant career
opportunities.
For the fall semester of 2021, OLLU has
28 international students pursuing their
education using an F-1 international visa.
The current OLLU international students
represent 13 Countries, including the
United Kingdom (8), Brazil (6), Mexico
(4), Australia, Canada, Colombia, Croatia,
France, Italy, Montenegro, Romania,
Tanzania, and Uganda.

The benefits of becoming a
Recreational Assistant
by Paris Quintanilla
SAN ANTONIO - Our Lady of the Lake
University (OLLU) Department of Campus
Recreation is hiring students for the activity
assistant position. The Department of
Campus Recreation is looking for students
interested in assisting with activities
and organizations that serve the OLLU
community. The duties include, but are not
limited to, maintaining facilities, assisting
in game-day operations and more. “One
benefit is that you work a flexible schedule,
and there are many different areas I
assign: UWAC Weight Room, MARC Blue
Zone Arcade, Intramurals, and Gameday
Athletics,” Campus Recreation Supervisor
Kyle Belback said. “A second benefit is
that you’re one of the most visible student
employees on the campus… there’s a lot of
interaction with the student body, and they
get to meet a lot of people; they’re not just
working an office job at a desk.”
Working as an activity assistant allows
students to link with other OLLU peers
while working on different tasks in several
areas.
“I have been a recreational assistant for
a year, and I have met some of my best
friends over that time period,” OLLU
sophomore Adrianna Ramirez said.
“Every day is a chance for opportunity;
when applying for the job as a recreation
assistant, you have to desire adventure.”
If interested in the activity assistant
position, contact the Department of
Campus Recreation Supervisor Kyle
Belback at kbelback@ollusa.edu.

OLLU international
students represent their
country at OLLU’s
annual Fall festival.
Photo by Catalina Sanchez
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Giving back to the OLLU community
The Raul Jimenez Thanksgiving Dinner
by Silenia Sifuentes
SAN ANTONIO- November is halfway
through the month, which means that
Thanksgiving is just days away.
In 1979 Mr. Raul Jimenez began his legacy
by giving back to the community of his
local San Antonians. The organization has
the support of local city officials by many
businesses and organizations who want to
lend a helping hand by volunteering. The
organization describes the volunteers as
very useful and helpful, contributing their
time to make this event successful every
year.
Before the pandemic, the organization
has always drawn thousands who are less
fortunate and don’t have a place to enjoy
a warm turkey dinner. In the past, events
would take place at the Henry B. Gonzales
Convention Center.

The Raul Jimenez Thanksgiving Dinner
will be on its 42nd year of hosting this
glorious event. However, it will be executed
in a different way than usual. Meals on
Wheels is a local organization that feeds
seniors daily. For this year’s dinner, meals
will be hand-delivered to all those in need.
Meals on Wheels took on the task of being
the leading supporter to get those warm
meals out to local neighborhoods.
Aside from the Meals on Wheels
organization, volunteers are needed to
ensure enough help to get those meals
out. The goal for this year’s event has
been set higher since so many are hurting
financially. On Oct. 15th, local radio station
KTSA held a radiothon to raise funds for
this event. At the end of it all, they raised
$106,063 to give to the Jimenez family to

use.
The city of San Antonio has partnered
with the Jimenez family to make this as
easy as possible. As of Nov. 1st, those that
are interested in receiving a meal need
to dial 2-1-1. Someone will be available to
take their phone order. There are a limited
number of slots available and will be on a
first come, first serve basis until filled.
Raul Jimenez Jr. went to Facebook to ask
for volunteers.
“We are about two weeks out, and we are
100 drivers short,” Jimenez said. “We need
your help if you want to support us.”
If you have any questions or would like
more information, please follow The Raul
Jimenez Facebook page.

hOLLUday
Community
Tree
Lighting

SAN ANTONIO - With the Thanksgiving
holiday around the corner, Our Lady of
the Lake University (OLLU) Mission and
Ministry begin to undergo Christmas
preparations for the holiday season.
All the bright lights have adorned the
OLLU campus for the season, and the
coming of the tree is set to arrive within the
next few days.
Administrative Assistant to the Vice
President of Mission and Ministry Roxanna
Chavez said that the community tree is
slated to arrive Tuesday, Nov. 30. The
decorating of the Community Tree will take
place on Tuesday from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.,
where ornaments will be available for the
community to decorate and then showcase
on the tree.
The official lighting of the tree will take
place this same evening at 5:15 p.m. and will
include a special blessing by the university
chaplain, Fr. Kevin Fausz, CM. The OLLU
Choir will precede the blessing with

Christmas carols at 5 p.m.
“Our Lady of the Lake University wanted
to create a sense of community around
the start of the Advent season, and what
better way than to gather together with joy,
singing, and decorating,” said Chavez.
During community hour from 12 p.m. 1:45 p.m. on Nov. 13.
Mission and ministry will also be
providing hot chocolate and baked goods
during the scheduled decorating times.
“At OLLU, one of our core values is
‘Community,’ and we strive to bring this
to the forefront of our minds during
the Community Hour (12:30-1:30 p.m.),
where we will all gather to decorate this
community Christmas tree,” Chavez said.
“We truly hope to see everyone outside this
day.”
For more information, please email or
contact missionandministry@ollusa.edu or
follow them on Instagram and Twitter @
olluministry.

OLLU community to
gather at the start of
Advent season
by Adrianna Ramirez
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2021 Fall graduating class
Bachelors
The insidous rumors surrounding OLLU’s historic past
Yvette S. Aguilar
BS/CISS
Melissa J. Aguirre
BA/COMM-PUB.REL
Cristian R. Alvarado
BBA/FINC
Leslie D. Alvarez
BA/PSYC.PRE.CNSL
Joseph A. Anderson
BA/POLS-PRELAW
Kahealani S. Archuleta
BS/BIOLOGY
Giselle A. Ayala
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Kayla B. Bolden
BA/POLS-PRELAW
Kamariah O. Bradley
BA/PSYC.GEN
Ms. Cyrena J. Cervantes
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Ms. Yadira Chavez
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Juan M. Chica Guerrero
BBA/MANAGEMENT
Veronica Clark
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Grace M. Colasanti
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Ty R. Cook
BS/KINESIOLOGY
Ms. Lundyn A. Cuellar
BBA/FINC
Salma M. Cuellar
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Lorissa A. Deleon
BA/CRMLGY&CRMNL.JUST
Ms. Jazmin N. DeRohn
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK.
Gerardo D. Diaz
BA/PSYC.GEN.
Naomi Escalera
BS/KINE/GENERALIST
Ms. Amy H. Esparza
BA/ENGL.
Ms. Jazmine J. Espinoza
BA/COM.SCI.DISORDERS
Marissa Esteves
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK.
Juanita E. Estrada
BBA/MANAGEMENT
Artur N. Etzberger
BBA/MANAGEMENT

Austen J. Flores
BS/KINE/GENERALIST
Alejandra A. Galaviz
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Megan E. Garcia
BA/PSYC.PRE.CNSL
Mr. Diego Garcia
BBA/FINC
Alfredo Garza, Jr.
BBA/CISS.13
Mary A. Garza
BA/PSYC.PRE.CNSL
Isabel Gonzalez escalante
BS/INDS/ESL/EC-6
Carlson M. Goode
BS/KINE/GENERALIST
Jerlynn Hill Goolsby
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Mr. Christopher L. Green
MED/CUR.INS/RDLTSP
Jaleesa E. Grimes
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Jose A. Guardiola
BA/ES/ENGL
Alexus C. Gutierrez
BA/POLS-PRELAW
Gerson H. Gutierrez
BA/CRMLGY&CRMNL.JUST
Lauren T. Hernandez
BS/INDS/ESL/EC-6
Natalia D. Hernandez
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Rosa A. Hernandez
BBA/FINC
Rosa I. Hernandez Lora
BA/CRMLGY&CRMNL.JUST
Esmeralda Hinojosa
BS/INDS/ESL/EC-6
Sydney M. Hughes
BA/PSYC.GEN
Morgan D. Huth
BA/AL/ART
Arturo A. Ibarra
BBA/FINC
Nichole T. Infantes
BA/POLS-PRELAW
Mehari Isaac
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Ms. Orianna C. Isidro
BA/SPAN
Jacquelyn M. Joaquin
BA/POLS-PRELAW
Feature, 2021 Fall graduating class

Sara Juarez
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Steven S. Juarez
BBA/ACCT
Isaac D. Khamo
BS/KINE/GENERALIST
Calvin Kintu
BA/CRMLGY&CRMNL.JUST
Victoria M. Lambert
BS/CHEMBIOL
Breanna Lopez
BA/CDIS
Victoria G. Lopez
BA/PSYC.GEN
Valeria Lopez-Sanchez
BA/CRMLGY&CRMNL.JUST
Mr. Gabriel A. Lozano
BS/INDS/EC-6
Ysabel N. Madrid
BA/CDIS
Ashlee M. Martinez
BS/INDS/EC-6
Samantha Martinez
BA/PSYC.PRE.CNSL
Julie A. McCanta
BA/AL/ART
Mitchell A. Medrano
BBA/MARKETING-GEN
Laura Miguel
BA/SPAN/TRANS&INTRPN
Jacob D. Montejano
BS/KINE/HEALTH.PRFNS
Mr. Ruben L. Monzon
BBA/CISS
Brittane C. Murphy
BA/PSYC.GEN
Nadia G. Perales
BA/PSYC.PRE.CNSL
Gabriella I. Ramos
BBA/MANAGEMENT
Lorraine Ramos
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Victoria M. Razo
BA/ENGL.04
Adette Rodriguez
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Leanna B. Rodriguez
BS/KINE/GENERALIST
Sebastian Rodriguez
BS/CISS
Melissa A. Romero-Gomez
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
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Sheccid Rosales
BA/PSYC.PRE.CNSL, BSW/
SOCIAL.WORK
Jewel A. Ruiz
BBA/FINC
Adrian J. Salas
BBA/MANAGEMENT
Kaitlyn M. Salazar
BS/KINE/HEALTH.PRFNS
Catalina I. Sanchez
BA/COMM-PUB.REL
Alexis Marie Secondaire
BA/REL.STU
Klarissa Siebert
BS/BIOLOGY
Stephanie G. Sierra
BA/CRMLGY&CRMNL.JUST
Arleen Silva
BS/BIOLOGY
Vinicius O. Silva
BBA/MANAGEMENT
Katie L. Staats
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Pedro Tavarez
BBA/FINC
Melinda E. Taylor
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Ms. Marlin O. Teneyuque
BBA/MANAGEMENT
Aaliyah C. Vargas
BA/CRMLGY&CRMNL.JUST
Angelica M. Vasquez
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Janice A. Vasquez
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK
Nileyah M. Vaughn
BS/KINESIOLOGY
Yolanda Vazquez Barajas
BSW/SOCIAL.WORK, BA/
PSYC.PRE.CNSL
Alicia M. Winsor-Contreras
BA/CDIS
Rachel E. Woodbury
BS/BIOLOGY
Diana I. Zuniga
BS/BIOLOGY

Masters
The insidous rumors surrounding OLLU’s historic past
Nicole R. Alcantara
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ms. Serena Alvarado
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Mrs. Mia N. Alvarado Alipio
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Gladys Amador
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Kristine F. Ambrosino
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
July Aragon
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Gabrielle L. Aranda
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Kayla M. Archimede
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Sabrina C. Arismendez
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
Amy Bailey
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Alicia M. Baltazar
MS/PSY/F.C.&I.PSTHPY
Latecia Barnes
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Maria E. Benavides
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
Olivia J. Betancourt
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Dr. Kimberley N. Booker
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
Ms. Athena E. Bournakis
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Tiffany N. Branam
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Angela Brandon
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Akeem J. Brown
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Cailin L L. Brown
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Brittany Jenea J. Brownlee
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Kenneth L. Burton
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ivone A. Buttner
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Jeffrey John G. Camacho
MS/INF.SYS.SEC/IASM
Mr. Arthur M. Campos
1. MED/CUR.INS/INT.SCI
Ashleigh Cantu
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Janie Cantu
MED/CUR.INS/D.L.S.P.
Thule Carranza
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Larissa N. Castillo
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ms. Monique L. Castillo
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP

Abril Ceniceros
Anthony Gomez
MA/COUN/SCHL.CNSLNG
MS/INF.SYS.SEC/IASM
Carla Charles
Alyssa D. Gonzales
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Celeste S. Cheatham
Alyssa M. Gonzales
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MS/MBA
Kevin M. Colin
Angelica Gonzalez
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Gina Corio
Cassandra Gonzalez
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MED/SCHL.COUNSELING
Bobbi C. Craig
Ms. Victoria O. Gonzalez
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Jasmine Crawford
Juliana Guerrero
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
Ms. Nichole D. Crawford
Stacey Y. Hayes
MBA/HEALTH.CARE.MGMT
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Kristen B. Curtis
Cynthia Hendricks
MA/COUN/SCHL.CNSLNG
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Mr. Thomas J. Darst, III
Ms. Myra Hernandez
MBA/MANAGEMENT
MBA/MANAGEMENT
Mr. Ryan A. DeLeon
Ms. Elena L. Holguin
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Beverly Ann Derbonne
Dana R. Holmes
MBA/HEALTH.CARE.MGMT
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Taylor M. Dickinson
Mrs. Yvette E. Hughes
MBA/MANAGEMENT
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Lena Y. Dixon
Latayia C. Hutchins
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Maria T. Dominguez Cay
Doris V. Jenkins
MBA/MANAGEMENT
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Mrs. Janica B. Dudley
Monicka D. Jones
MED/CUR.INS/INT.SCI
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Patrick J. Eborn
Robyn L. Kalinoski
Doctorial
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Ambar M. Esber
Erika Landaverde
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Mary M. Estrada
Toby Lester
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ayanna N. Evans
Mr. William B. Levay
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MS/PSY/MAR&FML.THRPY
Stefanie I. Fairweather
Alyssa T. Lilly
MS/MBA
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
Brandy M. Felan-Mcgowin
Lesny J. Lino
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Adrian J. Flores
Melissa R. Longoria
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
MS/PSY/F.C.&I.PSTHPY
Angela C. Galan
Jayme Lopez
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Melissa Garcia
Mr. Joseph S. Lopez
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Mrs. Brandi J. Garcia
Mr. Rey D. Lopez, Jr.
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
MBA/MANAGEMENT
Nelly A. Garcia-Perez
Tiffany C. Lopez
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
Eric J. Garza
Brandy A. Lucero
MBA/MANAGEMENT
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Mr. Fernando Garza
Rosanna Luke
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
MBA/MANAGEMENT
Merve Gollu
Mrs. Amanda J. Mancha
MBA/MANAGEMENT
MED/CUR.INS/RDLTSP
Feature, 2021 Fall graduating class
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Cynthia V. Martinez
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Oresha J. McDavid
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
James Medrano
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Thea B. Mesa
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Davina C. Montalvo
MS/ACCOUNTING
Roger Morales
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ms. Monica Munoz
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Maria I. Murphy
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Shreya A. Narang
MA/COMM.DISORDERS
Tanya Navarro
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Kayla G. Nix
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Grace O. Okegbola
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Michael A. Olivares
MBA/MANAGEMENT
Natalie Parra
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Nakiesha Pellerin
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Victoria A. Pennington
MA/LIT.CW.SOCJ
Gloria Y. Pina
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Sonia Pineiro
MBA/MANAGEMENT
Cassandra N. Poblano
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Rebecca Raygoza
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Nicole L. Riscili
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ms. Hannah M. Robinson
MA/LIT.CW.SOCJ
Joshua Rodriguez
MBA/MANAGEMENT
Kristy N. Rodriguez
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Rachel Ruiz
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Mr. Holland B. Safley
MS/INF.SYS.SEC/IASM
Suzanne Sase
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Rebecca Segura
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ashley M. Sesco
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Sara E. Sharp
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP

Masters

The

Katharine M. Sharpe
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Michala Shrable
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Jasmine
D. Smith
insidous
rumors
surrounding
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Eilaina E. Smith-Gregory
MBA/HEALTH.CARE.MGMT
Mrs. Alecia Y. Sonnier, Jr.
MS/PSY/MAR&FML.THRPY
Esther Soria
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
James W. Squier
MBA/MANAGEMENT

Deborah Tamez
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ms. Gabriela A. Tamez
MS/ORG.LEAD/LDRSHP
Whitney J. Taylor
OLLU’s historic
past
MBA/HEALTH.CARE.MGMT
Autumn M. Taylor-Kareem
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Monika C. Vega
MS/NON-PROFIT.MGMT
Angela Rose R. Wahl
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Caitlin A. Ward
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM

Jessica Werk
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Ms. Keona Williams
MSW/AD/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Tierra L. Wilson
MSW/RG/SRVHISPCHDFAM
Brandi R. Wright
MS/INF.SYS.SEC/IASM
Mr. Kyle Yeh
MBA/MANAGEMENT
Roxana B. Zajchowski
MBA/HEALTH.CARE.MGMT

Doctorate

Rosemary M. Alcoser
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Diana Almaguer
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Orlando Barajas
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Sharae S. Celestine
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Ms. Kimberly D. DeLaFuente
DR/PHIL/LDRSHP-MAST
Eunice A. Garcia
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Frank Gonzalez, IV
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Annette Guajardo-Goldberg
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC

Laura L. Hees
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Omer H. Ilsever
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Rose M. Johnson-Craig
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Elizabeth A. Lopez
DR/PHIL/LDRSHP-MAST
Charles A. McNeil, Jr.
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Larry W. Miller, Jr.
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Denise Mont
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Benito Moya
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Marna L. Murphy
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DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Denise P. Rios
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Jabbar A. Stackston
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Jessica L. Todd
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Traci K. Uribe
DR/PHIL/LDR/MAST/AC
Andrea A. Valdez
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Chris Victoria
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC
Tyra P. Williams
DR/PHIL/LDRSHIP/AC

OLLU has royalty once again
OLLU carries a rich legacy of Miss Fiesta winners
by Melissa Aguirre
SAN ANTONIO – Our Lady of the Lake
University (OLLU) has an impressive list of
Fiesta royalty winners. This year, one more
student has been added to that list.
Rebekah Wynn, 21, is the San Antonio
Queen of Soul and part of the Fiesta
Royalty Court. She is a student at OLLU
and majoring in early childhood education
and minoring in business.
She credits her mentor Lasandra Dolberry
for encouraging her to participate in the
Queen of Soul Organization pageant.
With no prior pageant experience, she was
surprised and thrilled when she won.
“I was never in a pageant before, it was
my first pageant, and I ended up winning,”
Wynn said.
Wynn has been busy as the Queen of
Soul, going around the community and
being part of numerous events. After
COVID-19 canceled Fiesta last year, San
Antonio finally celebrated Fiesta this past
June, and she is excited to be part of it all.
“It’s been super cool; I’ve been able to go
around the community and participate in
different events,” Wynn said.

The Queen of Soul Organization will
hold its next pageant in March of 2022,
where Wynn’s reign will end and crown her
successor. As for now, she hopes to inspire
girls of all ages to go out there and follow
their dreams.
“I encourage little girls or anyone to just
go for it, don’t let anyone tear down your
worth because you can do it,” Wynn said.
Wynn is enjoying her time at OLLU as a
junior and is currently taking online classes.
“The school really touched my heart
when I visited,” Wynn said. “Just to see that
sense of community around campus and
my professors are super awesome, and
I’m an RA, so I live on campus, and my
residents are super awesome.”
After college Wynn plans to put her early
childhood development degree to work.
“After college, my goal is to own a
daycare,” Wynn said. “I will probably teach
for a few years; then, once I get my feet wet
a little bit, I plan to just go for it.”
Wynn encourages anyone who would
like to participate in the Queen of Soul
Organization pageant to do so. No prior

experience is necessary, and the only
requirements are that you are a high school
senior planning on going to college or
currently enrolled in college.
Wynn said she has made great memories,
met many new people, and has many
takeaways from her experience.
“Just to be able to see everyone in the
community and be more involved will be
my biggest takeaway,” Wynn said.
Other OLLU Miss Fiesta alumni winners
are Nancy Cicchese Davis (BS Home
Economics’ 50), the first Miss Fiesta winner
in 1949; Janelle Mayeux Ellis (BA English’
62), Gloria Garza Rodriguez (BA Sociology
‘70, MEd’ 73), in 1970; Sandra Ojeda Medina
(BA Psychology ‘75, MEd’ 80) in 1974;
Jackie Rodriguez Navar (BA Liberal Studies
‘01, MEd’ 04) in 2000; and Jessica Nicole
Ramirez (BA Drama’ 09), in 2009.
If you would like more information
about the San Antonio Queen of Soul
Organization, please follow them on
Facebook @saqueenofsoul.

The Queens of San Antonio:
(First on left)
Queen of Soul
(Second on left)
Charro Queen
(Third on left)
Fiesta Teen Queen
(First on right)
Miss Fiesta San Antonio
Photo courtesy of Rebekah Wynn
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FAFSA application opens
Tuition grants, scholarships and other financial assistance available for college students
by Destinee Roberts
SAN ANTONIO - The Free Application
for Federal Student Aid application opened
for the 2022-2023 fall academic year
starting Friday, Oct. 1, for tuition assistance
and financial aid.
FAFSA is open across the United States
beginning Oct. 1. The application will
provide tuitional grants and scholarships
and any other financial assistance for
college students.
According to the Federal Student Aid
website, there are several types of aid
this program offers including grants,
scholarships, work-study jobs, and loans.
The website details the criteria of
applying for financial aid and gives a lot
of information about the importance of
FAFSA. In a FAFSA article, it explains the
resources that a student will need before
starting an application. Background
information, tax records and eligible

Saving
pets in
San Antonio
San Antonio Pets Alive saves
over 56,000 lives
by Sophia Mora
SAN ANTONIO- Since being established
in 2011, San Antonio Pets Alive! (SAPA!) has
saved the lives of more than 56,000 dogs
and cats.
SAPA! provides the programs and services
needed to eliminate the euthanization
of at-risk animals due to lack of space,
adopters or fosters. Some of the services
they provide include fosters, medical
treatment, transport programs, placement
and adoption.
“SAPA! does not have a shelter,” said
Stephanie Paz Perez, SAPA! marketing
and public relations manager. “It relies on
hundreds of fosters to care for thousands of
cats, kittens, dogs, and puppies each year;
our incredible fosters and lifesaving team

documentation are all requirements before
applying.
Our Lady of the Lake University’s
Financial Aid will support scholars during
the FAFSA application.
“I oversee the day-to-day operations of
the financial aid offices staff and provide
them with training to assist our students
with the financial aid process,” said the
Associate Director for fFnancial Aid and
Veterans Affairs Coordinator Marsha
Eldridge.
Eldridge said that the first step is students
applying for the FAFSA application online.
The application goes directly to the
department of education and they process
the application and receive the results back
in three to five days. Once she receives
the applications, those students are then
notified by our office what the next steps
are.

“I recommend all students apply for
financial aid because it changes from year
to year based on income,” said Eldridge.
“If you don’t apply, you’ll never know what
you qualify for.”
Students speak about FAFSA’s benefits like
19-year-old computer science major at San
Antonio College.
“FAFSA has helped me because it has paid
for a majority of my tuition cost, which I
am very thankful for,” said San Antonio
College computer science major Edin
Espino. “Currently as you know there’s a
pandemic and some families are struggling
to get by from paycheck to paycheck.”
Espino said that he recommends all
students to apply for financial aid because
it definitely helps especially if a person’s
actions go unnoticed and they excel well.
Espino also said that any amount that
FAFSA rewards will be necessary in the end.

also specialize in caring for neonatal kittens
and puppies.”
Perez said that SAPA! has greatly
increased the city’s live release rate. SAPA!
was founded in 2011 due to the euthanasia
rates in San Antonio. Their focus is saving
the lives of animals scheduled to be
euthanized at the city municipal shelter due
to lack of space or illness.
SAPA! is also one of only three Texas
animal welfare organizations that
purposefully take in parvovirus positive
puppies and treat them at their medical
care center.
“Through SAPA!, I was able to find my
best friend,” said Our Lady of the Lake
University senior, Erika Zapata. “I had no
intention of adopting a cat that day, but
then I saw Emmi, and after the staff let
me play with her, I knew I couldn’t leave
without her.”
Zapata said that the adoption process
was easy and quick, and she is grateful for
SAPA! allowing her to find her loving cat.
For those looking to adopt, SAPA! has
three onsite locations that you can visit.
Individuals may visit the SAPA! Medical
Care Center, Petco Love Adoption Center
and Building One Rescue Center on the

Animal Care Service campus to interact
with the available dogs and cats.
Staff members are there to guide and
assist in the adoption process as well.
Some of their animals are also in foster
homes. You can visit their website at
www.sanantoniopetsalive.org and browse
through all the available cats and dogs
listed.
If interested in adopting an animal in
a foster home, the foster will reach out
directly to the potential adopter and set
up a meet and greet. SAPA! holds weekend
adoption events where fosters bring their
foster animals to the event.
Adoption events are advertised on the
SAPA! social media accounts, Facebook and
Instagram. All adoptions candidates must
complete an application.
SAPA! always welcome volunteers to help
at their three locations. Volunteer duties
include cleaning bowls and cages, walking
their dogs and caring for their cats.
They do accept group volunteers, but
only in groups of four due to COVID-19.
All volunteers must be 18 years or older,
but there are many at-home opportunities,
such as fostering.
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Lost in the crowd
First accounts of the Astroworld tradegy
by Catalina Sanchez
SAN ANTONIO - On Friday, Nov. 5, a
crowd surge at the Astroworld Festival in
Houston leaves at least 10 people killed and
hundreds injured.
Minutes after the rapper headliner,
Travis Scott, took the stage at the annual
Astroworld Festival in Houston, some
audience members in the crowd of
approximately 50,000 concertgoers were
crushed and trampled in an attempt to
move closer to the stage. The deadly crowd
surge resulted in the deaths of eight people
and hundreds injured.
Sarah Galindo, an Astroworld attendee,
explains the fear experienced before her
unconscious body was crowd surfed to
safety.
“I thought I was going to die,” Galindo
said. “The last thing I saw before becoming
unconscious was Travis Scott; I woke up to
getting stepped on while lying on the hard
ground; all I could do was lay there and
protect myself.”
Our Lady of the Lake University junior
and Astroworld attendee Massimo Garcia
explained a similar experience.
“For a moment, I was already accepting
[death],” Garcia said. To himself, Garcia
said, “If I’m going to go out like this, so be
it.”
Several lawsuits have been filed against
Scott, the entertainment company and
others, including special guest Drake. The
prosecution argues that Scott actively
encourages his fans to ‘rage’ at his concerts,
resulting in serious violence at numerous
shows. Since the ‘mass causality,’ Scott
has deleted multiple incriminating tweets
inciting dangerous actions at his concerts.
Similar to tragic events at Astroworld,
in 2015, Scott pleaded guilty to charges of
reckless conduct after he encouraged fans
at Lollapalooza in Chicago to climb over
security barricades and onto the stage. Two
years later, Scott was sued by a fan who
became paralyzed after being pushed from
a third-story balcony and dragged onstage
while the rapper performed in Manhattan.
“I never suffered from PTSD, but this
is different,” Galindo says. “I keep seeing
[Travis Scott] in my dreams.”
Due to his past experiences at Astroworld,

Garcia didn’t realize the magnitude of the
situation.
“After the festival got shut down and
canceled, I knew it was bad, but not that
bad,” Garcia said. “Walking in for some
reason, I had a feeling something bad was
going to happen because the vibe was
different, something was off.”
The 10 confirmed deaths range from ages
9 and 27 years old, their names are:
Ezra Blount, 9
John Hilgert, 14
Brianna Rodriguez, 16
Jacob Jurinek, 20
Franco Patino, 21
Axel Acosta Avila, 21
Bharti Shahani, 22
Madison Dubiski, 23
Rodolfo Peña, 23
Danish Baig, 27
Travis Scott has offered a full refund
of all Astroworld 2021 tickets and vowed
to help the survivors by partnering with
BetterHelp, offering one-on-one virtual
therapy sessions with trained, licensed
professionals.

Galindo’s face seen to
have an impression of a
shoe print after surviving
the dangerous crowd at
Astroworld.
Photo courtesy of Sarah Galindo
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The main stage of the Astroworld festival
moments before Travis Scott went on stage
with the sign “See ya on the other side”.
Photo courtesy of Massimo Garcia

On to the next for
Sifuentes
OLLU student-athlete breaking records
by Laura Miguel

XC team breaks
OLLU records
The Our Lady of the Lake University
(OLLU) men’s and women’s teams won
their seventh conference championship
in the 2021 Red River Athletic Conference
Championship. Jose Zarate won the
individual title for the men in the 8k with
a time of 25:31. Nadia Sifuentes won the
individual title for the women in the 5K
with a time of 18:50. The men are set to
participate for the 66th Annual NAIA Men’s
Cross-Country National Championship on
November 19, in Vancouver, Washington.
Sifuentes and Jasmine Hernandez will be
representing the women’s team at the 42nd
Annual NAIA Women’s Cross Country
National Championship that same day.
Photo courtesy of @ollutrack via Instagram

SAN ANTONIO—An Our Lady of the
Lake University (OLLU) cross-country
(XC) and track student-athlete has set three
school records.
Junior biology major Nadia Sifuentes
currently has the school record in the 4K
with a time of 15:12, the 5K with a time of
18:30, and the 6K with a time of 22:35.
“My junior XC season has been filled
with PR’s and, more importantly, happy
and wholesome memories,” Sifuentes said.
“Seeing success as an individual and as a
team has reawakened my love for the sport,
and I couldn’t have done it alone.”
Sifuentes is originally from Brownsville,
Texas, and joined the OLLU team in the
fall of 2019. She mentioned that at first,
running was something she just did and had
no passion for it.
“I saw her talent from her first practice,
and I knew that every record from 800 up
would go down if she wanted to go after it,”
said Patrick Torres, head coach of the crosscountry team. “Her cross-country season
has been phenomenal, and I know that
she has the talent to be an All-American
runner in cross country and track if we can
keep stacking good training on top of good
habits.”

Last year during COVID-19, Sifuentes
struggled not only academically but in her
personal life. When coach Torres arrived
as the new coach that year, he noticed
Sifuentes’ situation and struggles but had
the opportunity to watch her become a
leader, get her grades back on track, and
run well.
“I have become very proud of Nadia
throughout this season; she has improved
tremendously and is only determined to do
better,” said Viridiana Zuniga, a sophomore
kinesiology major. “Last year wasn’t the best
year for everyone, but she has definitely
redeemed herself, and I know she is capable
of breaking many more records.”
The team was affected by COVID-19 as
they did not have a coach for their fall
2020 season. Coach Patrick joined OLLU in
Nov. 2020 as interim head coach for crosscountry and track and field. The women
and men cross-country teams recently won
their seventh conference championships,
with Sifuentes earning first place in the 5K
with a time of 18:50. They will be attending
the 66th Annual NAIA Cross-Country
National Championship on Nov. 19 in
Vancouver, Washington.

OLLU cross
country runners,
Nadia Sifuentes and
Jasmine Hernandez
smile for the camera
before beginning the
women’s race at Fort
Vancouver National
Historic Site
Photo courtesy of @ollutrack
via Instagram
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Hauling in the points
Ezra Valles tallies four goals in single game
by Sophia Mora
SAN ANTONIO- Ezra Valles led Our Lady
of the Lake University (OLLU) women’s
soccer team to a 7-1 victory over Jarvis
Christian College ( JCC) with four individual
goals.
OLLU faced off against JCC on Oct. 16 at
1 p.m. where the teams were tied 1-1 at half
time. OLLU’s Ezra Valles tallied four goals
of the team’s overall seven.
Valles, an El Paso native and Sophomore
forward, who identifies as a male, scored
only two minutes into the second half to
give the Saints a 2-1 lead.
“My performance was different this
weekend because I really worked hard to
attack with my teammates which allowed
me to get behind the defenders,” Valles said.
“I think my determination and desire to put
the ball in the back of the net allowed me to
be successful.”
Only nine minutes after Valles’ initial

goal, he netted another assisted by junior
midfielder, Brianna Yanez. Valles’ third
goal came just three minutes later off an
assist by senior forward, Dawson Brinkley.
His fourth and final goal of the game was
produced in the 79th minute from an assist
by Kyleigh Spree-Kolos, a sophomore
forward.
“He’s very much a team player,” said Jaylin
Seto, captain of the OLLU women’s soccer
team. “He brings a fun lively energy to the
team and makes us laugh when we need
it most. His presence on the field brings a
great intensity to the game.”
Seto said that the biggest difference in
Valles’ performance against JCC was his
willingness to finally be selfish with the ball
and score the goals needed to solidify the
win.
“Ez had a good read of the game and was
able to find the right gaps and timing in

order to make runs out of the midfield to
trouble the defense,” said Arthur Salazar,
OLLU women’s soccer head coach. “The
small field against Jarvis really allowed Ez
to cover the ground necessary to make the
quick, effective runs.”
Salazar said that looking forward the team
will need Valles to use his vision to identify
the dangerous passes that can break
defensive pressure.
In the game only two days prior to facing
off against JCC, Valles also netted one goal
and had two assists to aid his team in a 9-1
win over Texas College. Valles’ performance
over the two games earned him the Big
Blue Spotlight award on Oct. 20 and he is
currently tied with Dawson Brinkley for
most goals scored this year with five each.

Women’s basketball preseason polls
OLLU women’s basketball picked second in their conference for the 2021-2022 season
by Gabriel Cook
SAN ANTONIO- The preseason rankings for the Red River Athletic conference were
released on Oct. 4.
The rankings put the Our Lady of the Lake University women’s basketball team at
number two in the conference.
The OLLU women’s basketball team won seven of the last nine regular-season titles. Last
year, they opted out of conference play due to concerns around COVID-19, but this year,
the Saints are back in action.
“Being ranked number two for preseason, our confidence definitely got a boost,” said
Alanis Macias, freshman OLLU women’s basketball guard. “But it also pushes us to do
better in practice and it allows us to see how others view us as a team.”
Voting was conducted by the head coaches of the conference. With points calculated
through a 1-12 format.
Two teams joined the conference this season, including Xavier University of Louisiana,
which tied in total points alongside OLLU for second place. The other conference
newcomer is Louisiana College.
LSU Shreveport was the top choice after receiving 140 total points.
Macias describes the team this year as tough, competitive, and energized. She said that
as a freshman she is super excited for her first season and that she is surrounded by an
amazing group of women that love to play basketball and get better each day.
The Saints begin the 2021-2022 campaign on Oct. 29 at Oklahoma City University. The
team is under the leadership of new Head Coach Jillian Flores and returning Assistant
Coach Tommy Turgeon.
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